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Abstract

SLAC’s Advanced Computations Department (ACD) has developed the parallel 3D Finite Element electromagnetic Particle-In-Cell code Pic3P. Designed for simulations of beam-cavity interactions dominated by space charge effects, Pic3P solves the complete set of Maxwell-Lorentz equations self-consistently and includes space-charge, retardation and boundary effects from first principles. Higher-order Finite Element methods with adaptive refinement on conformal unstructured meshes lead to highly efficient use of computational resources. Massively parallel processing with dynamic load balancing enables large-scale modeling of photoinjectors with unprecedented accuracy, aiding the design and operation of next-generation accelerator facilities. Applications include the LCLS RF gun and the BNL polarized SRF gun.

THE PARALLEL CODE Pic3P

In Pic3P, the full set of Maxwell’s equations is solved numerically in time domain using parallel higher-order Finite Element methods. Electron macro-particles are pushed self-consistently in space charge, wake- and external drive fields.

Finite Element Time-Domain Field Solver

Ampère’s and Faraday’s laws are combined and integrated over time to yield the inhomogeneous vector wave equation for the time integral of the electric field E:

$$\left( \varepsilon \frac{\partial^2}{\partial t^2} + \frac{\partial}{\partial t} + \nabla \times \mu^{-1} \nabla \times \right) \int_{t}^{t+T} E(x, \tau) \, d\tau = -J(x, t),$$

(1)

with permittivity $\varepsilon$ and permeability $\mu$. The effective conductivity $\sigma$ provides a simple model for damping in lossy materials.

The computational domain is discretized into curved tetrahedral elements and $\int_{t}^{t+T} E \, d\tau$ in Equation (1) is expanded into a set of hierarchical Whitney vector basis functions $N_i(x)$ up to order $p$ within each element:

$$\int_{t}^{t+T} E(x, \tau) \, d\tau = \sum_{i=1}^{N_p} e_i(t) \cdot N_i(x).$$

(2)

Substituting Equation (2) into Equation (1), multiplying by a test function and integrating over the computational domain results in a system of linear equations (second-order in time) for the coefficients $e_i$. Numerical integration is performed with the unconditionally stable implicit Newmark-Beta scheme [1]. More detailed information about the employed methods has been published earlier [2].

Higher-Order Particle-Field Coupling

Electron macro particles are specified by position $x$, momentum $p$, rest mass $m$ and charge $q$. The total current density $J$ in Equation (1) is then approximated as

$$J(x, t) = \sum_i q_i \cdot \delta(x - x_i(t)) \cdot v_i(t),$$

(3)

with $v = \frac{p}{m}$, $\gamma^2 = 1 + \left( \frac{p}{mc} \right)^2$. The classical relativistic collision-less Newton-Lorentz equations of motion are integrated using the standard Boris pusher [3].

Starting with correct initial conditions and fulfilling the discrete versions of Equation (1) and the continuity equation

$$\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot J = 0$$

(4)
simultaneously during time integration leads to numerical charge conservation.

The use of higher-order finite elements not only significantly improves field accuracy and dispersive properties [4], but also leads to intrinsic higher-order accurate particle-field coupling.

Causal Moving Window and Load Balancing

Pic3P has been optimized for high efficiency both on workstations as well as large supercomputers.

Computations can be restricted to the causal field region around the particle bunch without any loss of accuracy. This ‘moving window’ feature of Pic3P can save orders of magnitude in memory and CPU time requirements and allows full EM 3D PIC simulations on desktop computers [5].

Dynamic load balancing allows the solution of large problems with hundreds of millions of field degrees of freedom (DOFs) and billions of particles and enables unprecedented accuracy in self-consistent state-of-the-art simulations of beam-cavity interactions.
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Figure 1 shows field and particle partitioning among different CPUs for efficient load balancing. Both memory and speed scalability has been optimized.

**VALIDATION: LCLS RF GUN**

PIC simulations of the 1.6-cell S-band LCLS RF gun are presented [6]. Simulation parameters are: \( \pi \)-mode, 120 MV/m, 1 nC, 10 ps, 1 mm beer-can initial bunch distribution, centroid injection phase -58° and no solenoid. These parameters allow comparisons between the 3D results from simulations with Pic3P and PARMELA and the 2D results from simulations with Pic2P and MAFIA.

Figure 2 shows a comparison of transverse emittance results by the different codes. For Pic3P simulations, a formal, unstructured 3D (1/4) mesh model with 305k tetrahedral elements is used, with mesh refinement along the center of the beam pipe. High fidelity cavity mode fields are obtained with the parallel Finite Element frequency do-

main code Omega3P and directly loaded into Pic3P as drive fields.

Excellent agreement between 3D results from Pic3P and the 2D results from Pic2P is found, as expected from the high cylindrical symmetry in the fields, as well as perfect agreement with MAFIA 2D as expected from the convergence behavior of the codes. PARMELA results differ as space-charge effects are significant, presumably because wakefield and retardation effects are ignored, as detailed in a previous study [2]. Simulation results starting from a measured initial bunch distribution have been published earlier [5].

**BNL POLARIZED SRF GUN**

An ongoing experiment at BNL investigates the use of a superconducting RF gun to provide polarized, high-brightness electron beams for the ILC without the need for a damping ring [7]. Key limiting factors include the vacuum quality (\(10^{-12}\) Torr), cathode (GaAs-type) characteristics and the ability to shape the initial bunch distribution.

The parameters are: 1/2-cell, 350 MHz, 24.5 MV/m gradient, solenoid field of 18 Gauss at the cathode, 3.2 nC bunch charge, cathode spot size 6.5 mm, centroid injection at -42.5° before crest and a bunch length of 220 ps. The initial bunch shape is a combination of two ellipsoids obtained from a parametric optimization for lowest emittance as predicted with the code PARMELA.

Figure 3 shows a snapshot of the bunch and the scattered self-fields from a simulation with Pic3P that includes all space charge and wakefield effects.
Figure 4: $x - x'$ trace space of the particle bunch at an observer plane at $Z = 19$ cm, as calculated with Pic3P and PARMELA in the zero space charge limit.

All other parameters are kept the same as for the previous calculations in the zero space charge limit.

Figure 5: $x - x'$ trace space of the particle bunch at an observer plane at $Z = 19$ cm, as calculated with Pic3P and PARMELA for a bunch charge of 3.2 nC.

Figure 6: Comparison of 4D emittance results by PARMELA and Pic3P, where $\varepsilon_{4D} := \sqrt{\det(\sigma)}$, $\sigma_{ij} = \langle (\zeta_i - \langle \zeta_i \rangle)(\zeta_j - \langle \zeta_j \rangle) \rangle$, and $\zeta = \{x, y, \gamma_\beta z, \gamma_\beta y\}$.

The differences between PARMELA and Pic3P results are expected to stem from the different space charge models, but further study will be required to determine the exact cause for the discrepancy. It is expected that Pic3P emittance calculations will result in a different set of optimal operating parameters, as wakefield and retardation effects are included in the simulations.

**SUMMARY**

SLAC has developed the first high-performance higher-order 3D Finite Element PIC code Pic3P, for realistic modeling of low energy, space-charge dominated beam-cavity interactions. State-of-the-art parallel Finite Element methods on conformal, unstructured meshes in combination with moving window techniques and dynamic load balancing enable efficient simulations of low-emittance electron injectors with unprecedented accuracy. Pic3P has been thoroughly validated and applied for emittance calculations for the LCLS RF gun and the BNL polarized SRF gun and fast solution convergence is achieved, while results by the electrostatic code PARMELA show some differences.
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